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“When Unexpected Life Events Strike” is about being aware and prepared for unexpected and
sudden life events that could lead to significant financial changes. When writing this book, my
special thoughts were with many of those who had passed, with whom I got to share their last
journeys post ill-health and with their surviving loved ones.After decades of handling thousands
of cases related to insurance, superannuation/retirement claims, deceased estates, financial
hardship, etc., I saw many cases where individuals or families were financially devastated.
Whether it was no insurance protection, the wrong nomination, no estate planning, or no
preparation for sudden events, I questioned how we could better prepare ourselves before it is
too late. I had seen the relief and reassurance of the individuals or their families who were better
prepared.I wrote this book to heighten the awareness of having insurance protection against
unexpected financial stress, a solid plan to preserve your wealth and protecting your legacy. I
hope after reading this book, all readers will consider their circumstances and act accordingly.



When Unexpected Life Events StrikeAre You Financially PreparedShirlina HiiCopyright © 2020
Shirlina HiiAll rights reservedContact the Author for reproduction permissionsShirlina Hii:
Shirlina@shirlinahii.comThis is a work of nonfiction with the purpose of creating awareness how
we could consider our circumstances from the experience I had with the stories written. The
conversations in the book come from my recollections, though they are not written to represent
word-for-word transcripts. I have retold them in a way that evokes the feeling and meaning what
was said but the essence of the dialogue is accurate. In all stories, I have compressed events
and in others I have occasionally filling in gaps as best as I could as I could not remember the
exact words said. I have recreated events, locales and conversations from my memories of
them.In order to maintain their anonymity in all instances, I have changed the names of
individual, events, places, some identifying characteristics and details such as physical
properties, occupations and places of residence. The reader should not consider this book
anything other than a book of information.No part of this book may be reproduced, or stored in a
retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical,
photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without express written permission of the
publisher.Cover design by: MuqqaribForewordI dedicate this book to the claimants of Death
insurance, Disability or Terminal Illnesses, and their families whose journeys I had the honor of
personally experiencing. Without them, I would not have had the opportunity to write this book to
encourage many to take appropriate action to protect themselves and their loved ones.“When
Unexpected Life Events Strike” is about being aware and prepared for unexpected and sudden
life events that could lead to significant financial changes. When writing this book, my special
thoughts were with many of those who had passed, with whom I got to share their last journeys
post ill-health and with their surviving loved ones. Those who spent the last few months of their
lives connecting with me and allowing me to see how blessed I am. Although I never got to meet
them in person, the opportunity to say my last goodbye to them was the best memory they left
me.My inspiration for writing about the importance of having insurance protection started from
the sudden passing of my uncle at a very young age; how insurance prevented his family from
falling into severe financial hardship, but I never had the courage to share. Many years later,
when my ex-spouse suddenly contracted a critical illness, I personally experienced how the
insurance saved our young family from financial stress. I wanted to tell the whole world how
grateful I was that I had insurance protection. Again, I didn’t have the courage because I was too
afraid of being judged by others.After decades of handling thousands of cases related to
insurance, superannuation/retirement claims, deceased estates, financial hardship, etc., I saw
many cases where individuals or families were financially devastated. Whether it was no
insurance protection, the wrong nomination, no estate planning, or no preparation for sudden
events, I questioned how we could better prepare ourselves before it is too late. I had seen the
relief and reassurance of the individuals or their families who were better prepared.After 25



years of service in the life insurance and superannuation environment, I became the asset
manager of a closed family office. I also coach individuals on how to become financially resilient
and take control of their financial situation. In an era where there are so many opportunities for
wealth, it pleases me to see that many people are investing to secure their financial future. But it
upsets me when I see many who do little if at all to protect or preserve their wealth and in this
way expose themselves and their loved ones to hardship.With so much first-hand experience
with actual cases, I decided to spread awareness to those who have yet to consider the
importance of protecting and preserving their wealth. With the stories I share in this e-book, I
want to reach more people in times to come.For every claimant who took the time to share their
life and challenges with me, I will never forget the many encouraging words from you—especially
those who passed away. You have reminded me of how precious our lives are.I could not have
written this book without their stories, and I want to thank you, the deceased, and still living, for
giving me the opportunity to share. I want many of us to learn from your stories.To protect the
individuals and their loved ones, I have replaced their names and all identifying characteristics. I
have also added some dialogue as I couldn’t remember the exact words that were exchanged.
But overall, the stories were still fresh in my mind. There are stories stemmed from my personal
contacts, which I have also altered to protect their privacy.As I said, I wrote this book to heighten
the awareness of having insurance protection against unexpected financial stress, a solid plan to
preserve your wealth and protecting your legacy. I hope after reading this book, all readers will
consider their circumstances and act accordingly. If you require expert assistance, my best
advice is to seek a qualified and trustworthy specialist to assist you in setting up a holistic and
complete strategy.ContentsTitle PageCopyrightForeword1 The Right Insurance Eases the
Burden2 Protecting your family’s inheritance3 What is the right level of insurance?4 Love with
Pain5 Patchwork relationships6 Investment or Protection?7 Wealth and Health8 Life as a
claim assessorFinal WordsAcknowledgementAbout The Author1 The Right Insurance Eases the
BurdenFinancial support while seriously ill“Shirlina, I’ve got the payment. Thank you.” I
recognized Phillip’s voice.Phillip was a claimant in my portfolio receiving monthly income
protection payments. After suffering increased tiredness, bone pain and other infections, Phillip
underwent blood and imaging tests. The results confirmed that he suffered from a blood cancer
condition.A highly skilled financial strategist, he kept busy looking after his clients’ financial
status. His health was a low priority, and he never expected to be afflicted by a dreadful
disease.Phillip had been in and out of the hospital due to his terminal condition. Specialists told
him the prognosis was guarded and his mortality risk higher if left untreated. He rang me
regularly to let me know how his treatments were progressing.“Good. How are you today?” I
asked.“Pretty much the same, always tired. Next month I need to prepare for the stem cell
transplant,” he replied. “The doctor said that’s my best chance.”I couldn’t comprehend how he
felt, and I didn’t know how to respond. I could hear the concern in his voice, but the transplant
was his best chance.“You’re being looked after by one of the country’s best oncology teams,
Phillip, so you’re in good hands,” I tried to reassure him.“Sure, I know. But I worry about the side



effects. I could die, and I’m not ready,” his voice cracked. The thought of having to undergo a
stem cell transplant was agonizing for him.Stunned by his statement, I didn’t respond. I know I’m
dying but I’m not ready yet. Who is?Working with claimants may seem routine, but knowing the
right words to say is never an art or science. It is emotional intelligence. Self-awareness, self-
regulation, empathy. The opposite is emotional detachment. Too much or too little of either could
trigger an emotional reaction.“Shirlina, can I get the next payment a bit earlier? I want the money
before my surgery so my wife can prepare whatever she needs for the family,” he asked.“Of
course. I’ll set up an automatic payment for a week before the due date.”“Thank you.” Phillip was
one of the most polite terminally ill claimants I had known. I had no idea how he managed to
keep going. I couldn’t fathom the level of uncertainty he and his wife had to endure each day. It
was too upsetting to think about.“Okay. I’ll call as soon as I know the date I’ll be undergoing the
surgery. I need to do more tests before then.” He paused. “I’m worried about my wife. She
stopped working because of me.” “Phillip, you’ll be fine. It’s important that you stay strong and
focus on the upcoming surgery. That will be the best present you can give her.”“I have a couple
of life insurance policies. No claims yet, but maybe soon,” he said, “I was hoping chemotherapy
could improve my chances but it isn’t looking too good.” “Listen, Phillip, I already have enough
medical information on your income protection claim. If you want to go ahead with a Total and
Permanent Disablement claim, your doctor needs to confirm that your condition prevents you
from ever working again in your usual occupation. That will meet the conditions of the insurance
policy wording. I don’t need any other information.”“I’ll see how the surgery goes, then decide,”
he said.I had tried before to get his specialists to confirm if he would qualify for a terminal illness
payment. Although they mentioned the prognosis was guarded, they weren’t prepared to provide
a statement that Phillip would not survive more than 12 months. They might be willing to do it for
a Total and Permanent Disablement claim, but the request had to be initiated by Phillip.All I could
do was wish him a successful surgery next month.Preparing for surgeryAlmost a month later the
phone rang. It was Phillip. “Shirlina, the test results are all good, so I’m going to hospital on
Monday for the transplant.”Phillip may be just another claimant, but like many others he became
part of the reason I went to work every day. I grew to know him, his life story and his current
journey, just from managing his claim. The longer the claim went on for, the harder for me to put
him to the back of my mind. Although each case was different, some were more heartbreaking
and personal than others. Especially those like Phillip who telephoned at least once a month to
update me on his progress or thank me for the insurance payment.“I’m glad to hear that, Phillip,”
I said, smiling.“I hope to be back home in a month.” He sounded so positive. “Oh and thank you
for the early payment. I’ve got the money.”“It’s my pleasure.” It was the least I could do,
considering what he was going through. “I’ll be waiting to hear back from you in a month.”“Great!
I’m getting ready to be admitted.” He sounded like he was ready to tackle any challenges coming
his way. “They already told me what to expect with the surgical procedure, so I’m ready for it.”I
didn’t know what the procedure involved, let alone the complexities. I’d read and heard from
others about their procedures, but I felt differently about Phillip. Maybe subconsciously I’d come



to see him as a family member or close friend.“You’ll come through it well, I’m positive,” I
responded. “I’ll look forward to hearing from you again in a month.”“Yes, you will hear from me.
Take care, bye for now.” He hung up.I wasn’t sure what to expect, or if I would get another phone
call from Phillip, but I had to move on to my other cases. This is what it’s like for claim assessors
at work. We spend most of our days looking at medical evidence and supporting documentation
from many claimants so we can make the right decision. Some people will be grateful, others
unhappy with the decision. There is no in-between.ComplicationsAnother month passed. The
message button lit up on my phone. I’d been away from the office for most of the day and didn’t
get back to my desk until late. Phillip had left me a few messages, and from the tone of his voice
it sounded like the surgery was successful. Thank God! He was going to call back in the morning
and I was looking forward to talking to him.The next morning, I caught up with my workload while
I waited for Phillip’s call. When I didn’t hear from him by late morning I called him. No one
answered, so I left a message.Before I finished work for the day I tried calling again. Again no
answer but I didn’t leave another message. I decided to call again the following morning.The
next day I was in the office earlier than usual and noticed a message on my answering machine.
I don’t usually get messages this early and I felt a little uneasy.“Hi, Shirlina. This is Helen,
Phillip’s wife. Phillip is in the intensive care unit. He had a sudden flare-up last night. I’ll call you
again in a few days to give you another update. Goodbye.”That wasn’t the update I expected to
hear. I was shocked.After making a note in Phillip’s claim file with the details of Helen’s
message, I authorized another monthly payment to his bank account.I’m not much of a coffee
drinker but after Helen’s message I needed one. After the previous messages Phillip left me, I
wasn’t expecting bad news. He hadn’t sounded like anything was wrong. I felt guilty for not
calling him back the night before.There were another 5-10 cases in my portfolio to work through,
and I couldn’t let my emotions affect my day. Although it’s common for every case to have some
effect, those that I’ve built a connection with over many months are the ones that impact me the
most. Even when the cases are closed, they remain in my memory for the rest of my life.I hoped
for the best for Phillip. Now all I could do was wait for the next update on his condition, either
from him or Helen. In the meantime, I made a note to call Phillip in a month’s time before I
released the next payment.Back homeThe phone rang. “Welcome to ABC Company. You’re
speaking with Shirlina.” “Shirlina, it’s Phillip, I’m back home again!”It was a relief to hear his voice.
Quickly retrieving his case file, I confirmed the next payment was due in two weeks. “That’s
fantastic, well done, Phillip! How are you feeling today?” I couldn’t be happier!“I came home two
days ago. It was scary but I’m feeling good now,” he said.“What happened? I got your messages
and I’m sorry I didn’t call you back earlier.”“That’s alright, I know you’re busy. It was very sudden.
After dinner I had a very high fever and by midnight I was very sick, so Helen took me to the
hospital emergency room,” he explained. “They put me in intensive care for a while, and when I
was better, they moved me to another ward for a few more days, just to be sure.”“I’m so glad
you’re back at home. You’re a strong fighter!” He laughed.“I transferred this month’s payment to
your account two weeks ago and I’ll authorize another payment in a few days,” I informed



him.“Helen told me. Thank you,” he said gratefully. “I have another follow-up with the specialist
next month and I’ll let you know afterward if I want to lodge a Total and Permanent Disablement
claim.”“That’s fine. Well, have a good rest and let’s talk again in a week or so,” I said. “Call me
anytime if you need any help.”“Will do. Talk to you soon. Bye.” He hung up.I was so happy he’d
made it through the surgery. Empathy and care of my clients were my foremost priorities. I
strongly valued the human aspect of my role.Financial support while grievingPhillip’s case
popped up on my screen as a reminder for the next payment. Phillip hadn’t called after his
specialist check, and I needed a progress update before I could authorize another payment.I
called his home number. “Hello, this is Shirlina speaking.”“Hi, Shirlina, it’s Helen.”“Hi, Helen, how
are you? And how is Phillip progressing?” I asked.Helen burst into tears. “Phillip is gone. Last
week.” Gone? Oh my god!“I’m so sorry to hear that, Helen,” I said. “He sounded so well the last
time we spoke.”“Yes, it happened so quickly. There were complications. They tried to save him,”
she cried.I remained silent, waiting for Helen to continue. She was used to looking after Phillip as
part of her daily routine and now I could only imagine how devastated and lonely she felt.“I have
so much to do but I don’t know how,” she said, still crying. “Phillip would arrange most of the
things and he had only just started walking me through the paperwork a month ago. He had
these insurance policies. What should I do with them?”
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DE J, “If you care about protecting your family's inheritance, read this book.. Through a series of
stories, Shirlina Hii teaches sound principles to help those seeking to run a business while
taking care of their families. It's so important to stay prepared for any of life's surprises. I found
her advice helpful and would recommend her book to anyone. Pick this one up today.”

Marc-Antoine Cousin, “True life stories with a meaning. I enjoyed this book thoroughly. It contains
8 real life stories, from all walks of life. Each story is told simply, without drama and yet feels so
real in the way the author describes the unfolding of events as she experienced them as a claim
assessor.I could relate directly to some of the stories and they made me think. I have worked all
my life and other have come to depend on me, are they really safe? The day I pass, will my
legacy be preserved? Will what I leave behind create happiness or sorrow? These are
questions, this short book made me think about.It is not a "how to" book, there are many such
books. This is a book about "why I should care?" It is a book about being human.”

Thomas Pöschl, “Helping people in critical situations is her mission. Shirlina Hii describes in her
adviserbooklet many cases of critical situations in every day life of families. We all know one
family, suddenly dropped out from normal happy life with sufficent income to nothing through
death or longtime illness. Very often no financial security for the family was planed before and
what to do now?Shirlina Hii makes this problem in a very carefully way evidently to you.Thank
you Shirlina for supporting.”

R V K, “The messages in this book are for everyone. I found the stories in this book well written
and emotional without being depressive. It is clear that Shirlina has witnessed the good and the
not-so-good with people’s decisions re insurance policies.I’m a strong advocate for making sure
a will is in place, because I’ve see the consequences when it isn’t. If you don’t think you need
one, then you should read this book. If you don’t think you need life insurance and you have a
partner and/or kids, then you need to read this book.”

The book by Shirlina Hii has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 8 people have provided feedback.
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